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Overview

As internet use is extending to younger children, there is an increasing need for research focusing on the risks young users are experiencing, as well as the opportunities, and how they should cope. With expert contributions from diverse disciplines and a uniquely cross-national breadth, this timely book examines the prospect of enhanced opportunities for learning, creativity and communication set against the fear of cyberbullying, pornography and invaded privacy by both strangers and peers. Based on an impressive in-depth survey of 25,000 children carried out by the EU Kids Online network, it offers wholly new findings that extend previous research and counter both the optimistic and the pessimistic hype. It argues that, in the main, children are gaining the digital skills, coping strategies and social support they need to navigate this fast-changing terrain. But it also identifies the struggles they encounter, pinpointing those for whom harm can follow from risky online encounters. Each chapter presents new findings and analyses to inform both researchers and students in the social sciences and policymakers in government, industry or child welfare who are working to enhance children’s digital experiences.

The book contains 26 chapters which deal with an extensive range of issues and subjects of children’s relationship with the internet. The book is thematically divided into four sections: theoretical and methodological frameworks; access to online opportunities; uses of the internet and children and online risk. The book’s exhaustive coverage provides plenty of evidence and evidence-based recommendations in the most pressing areas of attention. Each of the sections is illustrated with case studies and provides an overview of the region as well, something which has been lacking in previous studies.

Written by the participating scholars from the EU Kids Online II network, the book offers analyses based both at the individual level and across countries, comparing similarities and differences. From this, typologies of access, use and risk emerge which enrich the picture of how children throughout Europe are engaging with the internet and its affordances. The book also offers a methodological contribution. Each chapter contains reflections on the limitations of such a large scale research project as well the advantages and exciting data it can yield when properly modelled. Theoretically, the book chapters are robust and communicate well with one another, providing easy transitions into other themes of the research and their links. While this area of research is ever-changing in all fronts, given its measured outlook and avoidance of moral panics, this book constitutes a thorough and sound basis for future research and policy making.

Theoretical framework for children’s internet use

Chapter One starts by outlining the theoretical principles guiding the research project. Arguing against technological determinism, this chapter locates internet adoption and appropriation within the wider context of changing childhoods in late modernity and the risk society. First, it provides an overview of the EU Kids Online network. It then examines three core debates over the question: of childhood (contesting the notion of ‘digital native’), risk (contesting moral and media panics) and responsibility (arguing for effective multi-stakeholder alliances to improve children’s online experiences). The chapter concludes with the working model that has guided the data collection, analysis and interpretation in the chapters that follow.
Methodological framework: The EU Kids Online project

Building on the description of the model, Chapter two offers an in-depth analysis of the methods used and an overview of the dataset. It also describes the methodological approaches adopted for the EU Kids Online project surveying 1,000 children and one of their parents in each of the 25 participating countries. Likewise, there is an emphasis in one of the project’s chief distinctive traits: it’s decision to take children as a primary unit of analysis. The chapter first describes the process of questionnaire design relating to content and response formats, together with the processes of testing and refining questions. (Chapter three delves deeper into this, aiming to explain the application of cognitive interviewing to this study. It also illustrates some of the problems of surveying children on sensitive subjects and the importance of cognitive interviewing as a tool for improving the quality of responses). Then the process of sampling and survey administration is outlined, before moving on to fieldwork procedures, research ethics, the dataset structure and a brief description of the key variables. Finally, the relations among variables associated with sampling and fieldwork procedures on the country level are considered.

These first three chapters set the framework for the rest of the book, which is devoted to a meticulous look at the evidence both at a national and regional level on three fronts: Access, opportunities, Risks and Uses. These sets of themes constitutes a robust and thorough review of many aspects surrounding the complex set of relationships children establish with new technologies and the agents and materials involved in them.

Which children are fully online?

In terms of access; education, gender and age are all associated with different types and
quality of access but the strength of the relationship between these socio-demographic characteristics and access vary by country. **Chapter four** uses EU Kids Online data to examine whether there are differences in access among different groups of young European internet users. It argues that these differences between European countries are associated with general, national level inequalities between education, gender and age groups, and with the level of internet diffusion within each country.

**Varieties of access and use**

Furthermore, the increasing variety of internet access and use also contributes to a diversification of locations through which children may access it in their own households. **Chapter five** analyses this as experienced by children in Europe. This chapter investigates the relationship between place of access, online experience and frequency of use of the internet, within the family’s wider technological culture. It examines cross-national variations in patterns of usage and provides a classification of countries. It concludes that while internet access seems to be growing in an increasingly private manner, with little to no supervision, it has also become embedded in more and more children’s lives, a majority of whom use it on a daily basis.

**Online opportunities**

**Chapter six** deals with the second element identified by the EU Kids Online Network: opportunities and uses. Based on the range and types of children’s online activities this chapter analyses how and with which outcome children use the online opportunities using the ‘ladder of opportunities’ approach. This approach is based on the notion that children can be divided into groups depending on the range of opportunities used by a particular child moving from information-related sources to communication to advanced uses, ending with online content creation, practiced by only a few. Additionally, European countries are also compared in this context and analyzed on whether the opportunities used are related to age, gender, socio-economic status (SES) and/or online experience.

**Digital skills in the context of media literacy**

When following a ‘laddering’ approach to opportunities, how to move up and down becomes a question in need of an answer. Thus, gauging where children are and how they can move up and/or down evokes the need to study their *digital literacy*. **Chapter seven** tackles this, describing European children’s level of self-reported digital literacy, measured by the ability to perform specific tasks, the range of online activities undertaken and the belief about one’s own internet abilities. While care is needed when using self-reporting as a proxy for media literacy, the chapter makes a strong argument how these reports relate to digital literacy and the broader concept of media literacy. A nuanced answer is also presented to the question whether European youth is really as skilled as often assumed. Differences in skills persist between children, due to gender, age and parental education. Moreover, skills vary between European countries. By multilevel analysis, both types of skill differences are studied simultaneously. It concludes by arguing for a strong correlation between skills and diversity of activities by children, but it admits that a set of skills is but a component of digital literacy, with further research needed on children’s knowledge, attitudes and production capabilities of digital content.
Between public and private: Privacy in social networking sites

Part of digital literacy is the ability to critically assess the information one gives and receives on different platforms. Safely using the internet is Chapter eight’s subject, focusing on privacy and risk potential of social networking sites (SNS) for children. Social networking is popular all over the Europe, but there are also national differences, and parental mediation in particular is closely related to SNS use. Young people do search new friends on the internet as one of the basic logics of social networking but this does not make children especially vulnerable for personal data misuse. This chapter argues that disclosure of personal information and/or huge amounts of ‘friends’ on SNS do not in itself cause more risk but multiple risk online activity increases the risk of data misuse.

Experimenting with self-presentation online: A risky opportunity

One of these activities associated with risk online is taking on another identity other than your own. Chapter nine explores how children’s experimentation with self-identity, age and gender online is related to online activities and experience of online risks and harm. The findings show that experimenting with the self online is less prevalent than expected; however, it remains a risky online opportunity because it is related to undertaking risky online behaviours, encountering online risks and experiencing harm from some online risks. The chapter also reveals that experimenting with the self online, together with the child’s age and sensation-seeking, are significant predictors of undertaking risky online activities by children aged 11-16.

Young Europeans’ online environments: A typology of user practices

Chapter ten develops a classification of children and young people according to how they use the internet. Based on indicators such as duration of use, range of activities and the kind of preferred online practices, user types are identified by cluster analysis. Further analyses show how these types differ with regard to individual characteristics and how prevalent they are in different countries. Within the context of this book this step provides a basis for the analysis presented in Chapter 25, where user types are described with regard to their experience of risk and harm.

Bullying

After this typology of users, the next chapters focus on different risks for children that affect some children. Chapter eleven starts out this list by dealing with the issue of bullying. In the last five years the topic of cyberbullying has gained tremendous public and research attention. With the massification of social media applications, the possibilities of personal publishing and networking have increased, but also the possibilities of improper usage such as online harassment. The data show that many perpetrators and victims of cyberbullying are not just in one or the other role; they sometimes engage in both activities. In this chapter, cyberbullies, cybervictims and cyberbully victims were compared with regard to age, gender, psychological difficulties, self-efficacy, sensation-seeking and ostracism. Logistic regressions indicate that incidents of offline bullying (as perpetrator and/or victim) are strong predictors of cyberbullying, followed by psychological difficulties.
‘Sexting’: The exchange of sexual messages online among European youth

The second risk recounted by the EU Kids Online network is that of ‘Sexting’, the exchange of sexual messages among teenagers via the internet or mobile phones, something which public anxiety has recently centred on. Chapter twelve examines the incidence, antecedents and consequences of ‘sexting’ among 11- to 16-year-olds. Although only 15% say they have received a sexual message, and only a quarter of those were upset by it, it is shown that those who are more vulnerable offline (i.e., those with more psychological problems) are more likely to receive such messages and to find them upsetting.

Pornography

Third on the list is pornography. Chapter thirteen aims to address the social anxiety around children and teenager’s encounters with online porn; it therefore focuses on research on children’s experience of online sexual images. Starting from the premise that children’s experience of online pornographic material is a socially constructed risk, the factors that may determine the probability of exposure to online sexual images and which children are more likely to be harmed by such an experience are explored. Three hypotheses are then formulated, a usage hypothesis, a risk migration hypothesis and a vulnerability hypothesis. The findings show that from this chapter’s sample of 19,136 children who use the internet, only a minority (about 6,000) experience online sexual images. These findings confirm empirically what cultural studies-oriented approaches have been arguing for some time – that social, policy and academic concerns regarding the impact of pornographic content on young people are seriously overstated.

Meeting new contacts online

While making new friends and expanding one’s social circle is encouraged as something positive and desirable, the ‘stranger danger’ – connected with the practice of contacting new people online – continues to generate a great deal of anxiety among parents, teachers and policymakers alike. Chapter fourteen offers an account of children’s practice of making new contacts online and their further exploration of these new contacts through face-to-face meetings. Among all children, one third have made contact online with someone they didn’t know face to face, while less than 10% have gone to a face-to-face meeting with someone they met online. Results suggest that attention should be given to those few children who experience harm from meeting new people, which are the youngest and the most vulnerable, both online and offline.

Excessive internet use among European children

A final risk factor comes from a concern parents and other stakeholders share about their children’s internet habits, specifically, ‘excessive internet use’. This term is often associated with determining pathological extensive internet usage, which could also be called ‘online addiction’. Such excessive presence online is usually defined by the following components used for determining other types of addictive behaviour: salience, mood change, conflicts, tolerance, relapse, reinstatement and withdrawal symptoms. Chapter fifteen introduces and shows the prevalence of the five dimensions of excessive internet use among European children. Its relation to other psychosocial
variables, such as self-efficacy, peer problems and other kinds of risky behaviour offline and online such as cyberbullying and meeting strangers online, are also analysed.

**Coping and resilience: Children’s responses to online risks**

After a recount of these five risk and harm chapters, the book turns to how children, parents and others involved respond to these risks. **Chapter sixteen** starts out this section investigating which children are more vulnerable, as they feel upset more intensively. While online bullying provokes most harm, children seem less bothered seeing sexual images (content risk). Younger children and those with little self-efficacy or psychological problems feel more intensively upset, and girls are more sensitive to sexual risks. This chapter also looks into children’s coping responses when they feel upset after exposure to online risks. The chapter distinguishes between fatalistic, communicative and proactive coping strategies. It concludes that children identified as more vulnerable are more likely to adopt a passive or fatalistic approach, while self-confident children seem to tackle the problem more proactively. Girls and younger children are more communicative. Children higher on the ladder of online opportunities will adopt more online proactive coping strategies such as deleting disturbing messages or blocking the sender. These results are an indication for a double jeopardy effect: children who experience difficulties offline seem to find it more difficult to cope with online risks.

**Agents of mediation and sources of safety awareness: A comparative overview**

Children are not the only ones who develop strategies to cope with online risks. Dealing with these risks requires collaboration from several agents and stakeholders. **Chapter seventeen** starts out this section by comparing the articulation between agents of mediation. Five different types of mediation are considered: active mediation of child’s use, active mediation of child’s internet safety, restrictive mediation, monitoring, and technical mediation of child’s internet use. Data show that parents are the main mediation agents in all countries, but the role of teachers appear to be very important, especially in northern European countries, and for older adolescents. Those adults mainly give restrictive rules or advice about safety. On the opposite side, peers appear to play a major role when seeking social support, whatever the type of risk.

**The effectiveness of parental mediation**

Continuing on the previous chapter insights, **chapter eighteen** goes into further depth through an analyses the role that parents play in order to protect their children against the risks and harm they may encounter while using the internet. Parental mediation strategies are examined and classified attending to the different ways of communication established between parents and children. Besides these strategies, parents and children’s personal characteristics (such as gender, age and socio-economic status, SES) are taken into account in order to see whether such characteristics affect the type of risks and harm suffered by minors when they surf on the internet (sexual content, bullying and contact with strangers).

**Effectiveness of teachers’ and peers’ mediation in supporting opportunities and reducing risks online**
Besides parents, teachers and peers are probably one of the most important agents of mediation for children. Given their role as educators, teachers are in privileged position to guide and contribute towards protecting children online. Likewise, peers are also a primary source of help given the common ground shared. Chapter nineteen, thus, explores the extent to which social support from teachers and peers is related to children’s uptake of online opportunities and their levels of digital literacy and safety skills; and second, whether and how teachers’ and peers’ mediation are related to the main online risks and harm experienced by children. Socio-demographic variations in the effectiveness of teachers’ and peers’ mediation are also analysed. Finally, the chapter explores whether there are substantial differences among European countries with regard to correlations between teachers’ and peers’ mediation on the one hand, and children’s digital skills and online opportunities, and experiences of risks and harm on the internet on the other. One of the conclusions is that substantial mediation by peers (as well as teachers) occurs retroactively, after children have experienced online harm, with children being active agents in the process and initiating the mediation when needed.

Understanding digital inequality: The interplay between parental socialization and children’s development

Of the three agents mentioned, parents shoulder most of the responsibility for building the foundation of their children’s ability to navigate and cope with online risks. However, two of the most salient elements influencing their ability to protect and guide are their own formal education and the child’s development by age. The interrelation between these two processes, parental socialisation and development by age, helps us understand the interplay of children’s activities in dealing with the internet and their parents’ handling of that. Chapter twenty discusses this relationship by, first, considering the persistent importance of social inequality for information and communications technology (ICT) use in the industrialised countries. It then elaborates on a theoretical framework by discussing both children and parents’ individual agency and how these are interlinked with respect to their societal status. Finally, based on the EU Kids Online dataset, it tests out the theoretical ideas and hypotheses and ask how parental socialisation shapes young people’s online competences, and how children’s development by age interacts with structural processes and dynamics of socialisation. Children with a lower socio-economic background agree that they know more about the internet than their parents, as these children might acquire internet skills often independently from their parents.

Similarities and differences across Europe

Chapter twenty one complements previous chapters with an overview across the countries in the EU Kids Online network, investigating similarities and differences in children’s usage of the internet and their encounters of risk. Countries are clustered according to levels and types of usage and risk to determine what is distinctive (or not) about a country, and national contexts are explored to show how contextual factors at country level shape children’s patterns of online use, opportunities and risks. The objective is to explain patterns of similarities and, in particular, differences among countries, by examining the national level contextual factors, such as national socio-economic stratification, regulatory framework, technology infrastructure and education system, that explain how and why nations vary systematically. It concludes the differences across countries are comparable to those observed with age and; more
importantly, that children from countries with more press freedom and with higher GDP encounter more risks. This suggests that the high amount of opportunities and ways of access for children are out speeding policy makers’ efforts to reduce risks they also come with.

**Mobile access: Different users, different risks, different consequences?**

One of the fastest growing methods of access for children and teenagers alike is the mobile phone. While mobile phones may be primary sources of online access to some and supplementing access to others, all mobile platforms offer the benefits of being personal, portable and always on and to hand. Increased online access from mobile phones raises two questions: does more access to the internet from mobile phones expose children to more risk and harm, and are there different risks and harm if children use mobile access rather than traditional personal computers? Chapter twenty two explores and analyses potential correlations between online access through mobile platforms, and patterns of exposure to risks. It argues that while the introduction of smartphones into the lives of many teenagers does have an influence in the risks they are exposed, as well as providing more opportunities, more detailed research is needed on the subject.

**Explaining vulnerability to risk and harm**

While up to this point risks have been dealt in terms of the subjects involved, the differences between countries and how children access online platforms, chapter twenty three investigates the socio-demographic and psychological factors associated with two types of online risk (bullying and sexual images) and harm, resulting from encountering these online risks. Age, gender, time spent online, sensation-seeking, self-efficacy, psychological difficulties and presence of offline risk were selected as predictors of risk and harm. The results show that all selected variables predict risks of both type, but the strongest predictor of both risks is experience of the same risks offline. Intensity of harm from an encounter with both online risks is associated with gender, the presence of psychological difficulties and an experience of the same type of risk offline. Presence of offline risk decreases intensity of harm. The results show that there is a strong connection between online and offline risks: as the internet comes into more frequent use, online and offline risks tend to coincide. The results support arguments for treating children’s online reality not as separate from, but rather as part of, their usual reality.

**Relating online practices, negative experiences and coping strategies**

Chapter twenty four builds on the previous chapter’s results, but it focuses on the presence of multiple risks in children’s lives, using a complex approach that also takes account of the complex characteristics of the different coping strategies employed to obviate potential harm. Using multivariate analysis the results suggest evidence for the support of both usage and risk migration hypotheses in the case of risk, and for the vulnerability hypothesis in the case of harm. By analysing coping strategies the chapter suggests that only a small minority of children choose a single coping strategy. Most adopt more than one solution, which means that they mix the theoretically separate types of action in responding to harm. The results show that a sole passive type of coping is very rare among children, thus
confirming the previous findings which indicate that children’s responses are generally positive: most children feel empowered to seek social support or act on their own. This chapter concludes the last major section of the book, with the remaining two chapters being a collation of the findings and their relevance to academia, policy makers and other stakeholders.

**Towards a general model of determinants of risk and safety**

Drawing together the findings reported earlier in the book, chapter twenty five looks to develop a general model of the determinants of children’s risk and safety on the internet. The findings broadly support the working model outlined in Chapter 1. The chapter also offers a typology of young internet users, revealing the contextual links between internet use, opportunities, risk and harm. Last, it presents a classification of countries to show how the patterning of variables differs in different cultural contexts.

**Policy implications and recommendations: Now what?**

In chapter twenty six, the final chapter of the book, the background to the EU Kids Online project's policy objectives is reviewed and the principal recommendations that emerged from the findings highlighted. The focus is primarily on Europe and policy actions framed at a European level and/or implemented within member states of the European Union. Against a background of intense debate regarding the effectiveness of self-regulatory regimes as mechanisms for online child protection, the chapter examines gaps in policy formulations for internet safety, asking whether current policy is effective and how policymakers can address future challenges in an area that continues to evolve and become more complex.

For more about the EU Kids Online project, see [www.eukidsonline.net](http://www.eukidsonline.net)